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P Steps for giving Choices and
Consequences
Steps
Problem-solving
Stepsfor
for
Problem Solving

Be clear and specific about the positive and negative choice of
behaviour, and the positive and negative consequences that will follow.

2 Work
Relateout
theexactly
consequences
theproblem
behaviour.
what to
the
is. If it is complex, you may
to break
it downthat
somean
you something
are only to
trying
to solve one
3 need
Choose
consequences
the child.

a time.
4 problem
Don’t useatthreats,
a threatening manner, or ultimatums.

2 5 BeDon’t
clear
about
whose
is. Sometimes what may be a
give
a choice
whenproblem
there isn’titone.
for you is notyou
a can
problem
someone
else (e.g.
6 problem
Choose consequences
keep tofor
(without
“punishing”
yourself).
7

teenagers’ messy bedrooms may suit them fine!).

Don’t demand an instant answer – give the child a few moments to reflect.

3 If others are involved, discuss what has already been tried to

It can
trickythe
to know
what behaviour
we want.
can be were
equallynot
hard to risk
dealbewith
problem.
Presumably
theseItefforts
describing
the behaviour
you don’twould
like, which
often
how try
the child
has already
successful,
or the problem
not isstill
exist;
to avoid
begun
to behave.
But you don’t let it go on for ever. Whichever behaviour the
blame
and fault-finding.
child chooses next, you apply the consequence that matches it.
4 Consider/agree
thein goal
– what
solve theHere’s an
Things often seemwhat
harder
theoryisthan
they would
are in practice.
problem.
This isand
theConsequences.
crucial step: identifying what would be a
example
of Choices

solution. Make the goal reasonable and achievable (with
children, make it appropriate for their age, too).

5 Think of as many ways as possible to reach the goal. Welcome
Joya,
you have
choice.
all ideas
at athis
stage; let children come up with crazy as well

ascan
sensible
You
either letones.
me talk on the phone

6 or Decide
to try. Pick one or two workable ideas
you can which
interruptsolutions
me.
from the list of solutions, and have a go.

If you choose to let me finish my call

7 then
If the problem remains, go back to the list, check step 1 and
you can use the phone later to talk to your friends.

step 4 again, and try some other ideas. If none of them works,
If you
to interrupt
again
youchoose
may need
to tryme
negotiating
instead.
then you can’t use the phone again this evening.
It’s up to you – it’s your choice.
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Steps for negotiating
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